Despite a general trend for larger mammals to have larger brains, humans are the primates with the largest brain and number of neurons, but not the largest body mass. Why are great apes, the largest primates, not also those endowed with the largest brains? Recently, we showed that the energetic cost of the brain is a linear function of its numbers of neurons. Here we show that metabolic limitations that result from the number of hours available for feeding and the low caloric yield of raw foods impose a tradeoff between body size and number of brain neurons, which explains the small brain size of great apes compared with their large body size. This limitation was probably overcome in Homo erectus with the shift to a cooked diet. Absent the requirement to spend most available hours of the day feeding, the combination of newly freed time and a large number of brain neurons affordable on a cooked diet may thus have been a major positive driving force to the rapid increased in brain size in human evolution.
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encephalization | expensive tissue hypothesis | brain metabolism T he human brain is a linearly scaled-up primate brain in its relationship between brain size and number of neurons (1), having evolved while being subjected to the same cellular scaling rules that apply to primates as a whole (2, 3) , including great apes (4) . With the largest brain among primates, humans thus have the largest number of neurons among these and possibly all mammals (5) , a number that we estimate to be close to three times larger than in gorillas and orangutans, owners of the next largest brains among extant primates (4). We are not outstanding primates, on the contrary, in body size: gorillas can grow to be three times larger than humans. This discrepancy between body and brain size led to the predominant view that encephalization (that is, a larger brain size than expected for body size) is the main characteristic that sets humans apart from other primates and mammals as a whole (6) . Although a relatively large brain compared with body size is expected to bring cognitive advantages (6) , and despite the well-documented evidence for an increase in brain size during human evolution (7) , there is still no consensus on what mechanisms or reasons led to brain enlargement in the Homo lineage.
Why are the largest primates not those endowed with the largest brains as well? Rather than evidence that humans are an exception among primates, we consider this disparity to be a clue that, in primate evolution, developing a very large body and a very large brain have been mutually excluding strategies, probably because of metabolic reasons (4, 8) . The brain is the third most energy-expensive organ in the human body, ranking in total organ metabolic cost below only skeletal muscle and liver (9) . Accordingly, several studies have suggested that the main constraints to increasing primate brain size in evolution are metabolic in nature (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . The human brain, in particular, has come to cost ∼20% of the total body resting metabolic rate, even though it represents only 2% of total body mass (M BD ), whereas, in other primates, the brain consumes a lower percentage of the body resting metabolic rate of approximately 9% (17) . Even though a greater relative brain size in mammals has recently been found not to correlate with a smaller relative size of the digestive tract or other expensive organs (19) , as predicted by the expensive-tissue hypothesis (10) , increases in absolute brain size are expected to have direct metabolic consequences. The trend toward a larger brain size in primate evolution (20) , particularly in the hominin lineage, has thus presumably occurred in the face of limitations imposed by the increasing metabolic cost of larger brains. Such limitations, however, have not been evaluated quantitatively.
Larger bodies, another related trend in primate evolution that is often [but not always (20) ] related to larger brains, also require more energy for their maintenance. The daily energetic cost (measured from the basal metabolic rate) of mammalian bodies scales across species as a power function of M BD with an average exponent of 0.75 (21) (22) (23) . The greater the caloric need of a species, the greater the time that must be spent on feeding, which is modulated by factors such as food availability (24) , time required for ingestion [which varies depending on the food composition and the structure and capacity of the oral cavity (25) ], the digestive rate of the gastrointestinal system (26) , and the caloric income of the diet (27, 28) .
Despite the obvious metabolic costs entailed by increasing brain mass (M BR ) and M BD , it remains to be determined whether brain and body size are indeed metabolically limiting in a way that would be physiologically relevant and constraining for primate evolution. The energetic viability of a nonhibernating primate species depends on the balance between the energy requirements associated to its M BD and its brain size, and its daily caloric intake (E IN ) during the hours available for eating. It has previously been considered that the energetic cost of the brain scales more slowly than M BR , varying with M BR 0.85 (29, 30) . Given that the metabolic cost of the body also scales less than linearly, with M BD 0.75 , and that M BR scales linearly at most, if not less than linearly, with M BD (3), it would suffice for the daily E IN to scale with M BD raised to an exponent of at least 0.85 for metabolism not to be a limiting factor to brain and body expansion in primate evolution-as long as there were enough hours in the day available for feeding.
However, we have recently shown the total daily metabolic cost of primate and rodent brains is a linear function of their numbers of neurons, regardless of how M BR changes depending on its number of neurons, varying at an average cost of 6 × 10 −9 kcal per neuron, or 6 kCal per billion neurons (8) . Given that primate M BR scales linearly to its number of neurons (2, 3), a relationship that also applies to humans, great apes, and thus supposedly to extinct hominins (1, 4) , the finding that brain metabolism scales linearly with its number of neurons implies that, in primates, brain metabolism also scales linearly with brain size (8) . This is in contrast to earlier reports that brain metabolism scaled more slowly than M BR , the results of which were skewed by combining primates and other mammals in the analysis under the assumption, now known to be wrong, that M BR scaled hypermetrically with number of neurons across all species (17, 30) . Because this is a much faster rate of scaling of brain metabolism than thus far acknowledged, it raises the possibility that metabolism may indeed have been a much more limiting factor than previously suspected to increasing numbers of brain neurons in evolution, particularly given that, across non-great-ape primates, M BR can scale linearly with M BD (2, 3) .
Here we examine whether, given the existent raw diet of nonhuman primates, brain and body size can indeed pose metabolic constraints to brain and M BD expansion in primate and human evolution. By estimating how E IN scales with M BD and using this estimate to calculate how many hours of feeding on raw foods would be required to afford increasing M BD and number of brain neurons, we provide evidence that brain and M BD in large primates are indeed limiting, such that, on a raw foods diet, a tradeoff must exist between M BD and number of brain neurons, with direct implications for human brain evolution.
Results
For each of 11 nonhuman primate species varying by a factor of 335 in M BD , from Callithrix jacchus to Gorilla gorilla, we calculated the average E IN per hour spent feeding by dividing the average daily caloric need per species [estimated from the law of Kleiber (21, 22) using body masses previously published (25) and not excluding M BR , given that it is relatively very small, of the order of 2% of M BD ] by the average number of hours per day spent feeding (24, (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (Table S1 ). We find that the average E IN per hour increases together with M BD such that E IN /h is equal to 25.352 × M BD 0.526 (P < 0.0001 for both constant and exponent; 95% CI for the exponent, 0.392-0.660) and varies from 8.9 kCal/h in the owl monkey and 10.3 kCal/h in the marmoset to 334.7 kCal/h in the gorilla (Fig. 1) .
The total daily E IN for a species is dependent on the number of hours it spends feeding per day, such that E IN is equal to the number of hours × 25.352 × M BD 0.526 . Two limitations become evident from this relationship. First, E IN scales much more slowly than M BD , with approximately its square root, and thus also more slowly than the caloric requirement of the body. This finding by itself indicates that there is an upper limit to the body size that a primate can afford. Second, considering a practical limitation of 10 h available for feeding in a day, which is the most that gorillas are know to spend feeding (24), the maximal total E IN per day for a primate species is limited to 253.52 × M BD 0.526 .
Given that the maximal total E IN per day and the daily metabolic cost of the body scale with M BD , it is possible to estimate the maximal M BD for a primate that spent a putative limit of 10 h/d eating as the value of M BD for which E IN equals the metabolic cost of the body. This calculation, which does not consider the cost that would be accrued by the number of neurons in the brain, yields an estimate of 312.7 kg. For an animal that feeds for 8 h/d, such as the gorilla, the maximal M BD estimated would decrease to 115.5 kg.
Considering that M BR is a very small fraction of M BD , and that the metabolic cost of the brain depends directly on its number of neurons (8), we next calculate separately the metabolic cost of body and brain. The first, M BD , is estimated by Kleiber law to amount to 70 × M BD 0.75 kCal/d. The second, E BR , is estimated to equal 6 × 10 −9 × N kCal/d, where N is the number of neurons in the brain (8) . By equating the total estimated daily energy expenditure M BD +E BR to the daily E IN , we can calculate the number of neurons that a primate of a certain M BD can afford upon feeding a certain number of hours per day.
The result of this three-variable analysis is illustrated in Fig. 2 , in which the area beneath each curve depicts the metabolically viable combinations of number of brain neurons and M BD that a primate could afford by feeding a certain number of hours per day. The inverted U-shaped curves show that there are tradeoffs between M BD and number of neurons affordable by a given number of daily hours of feeding (maximal values given in Table  S2 ). The rising left side of the curves indicates that a minimal body size is required for a primate to afford a certain number of brain neurons, and there is an optimal combination of M BD and number of neurons (and thus M BR ) that maximizes both for each feeding regimen. Moreover, increasing the number of daily feeding hours allows for larger maximal combinations of M BD and number of brain neurons. However, the declining right side of each curve indicates that, when past the maximal number of brain neurons afforded by a certain number of daily hours of feeding, any further increases in M BD come at a cost of a smaller number of brain neurons. For instance, a primate that fed the putative maximum of 10 h/d could afford a brain of, at most, 113 billion neurons, in which case it could weigh no more than 64 kg; if it fed 8 h/d, it could afford a brain of no more than 53 billion neurons, but a body no larger than 24 kg; and if it fed 6 h/d, it could afford up to 23 billion neurons in the brain, but, in that case, its body could weigh only 8 kg. The maximal viable number of brain neurons depending on M BD and the number of daily hours of feeding are given in Table S3 . Fig. 2 also depicts the five largest nonhuman species in our sample, plotted according to their actual combinations of M BD and number of brain neurons (1) (2) (3) (4) . Remarkably, these data points fall within the viability curves that match reported daily feeding times for these species: 5.5 h for the baboon (31), 6.8 h for the chimpanzee (32-34), and 7.2 h for the orangutan (35, 36) . This match suggests that the actual combinations of M BD and number of brain neurons in large nonhuman primates indeed impose a certain number of daily feeding hours. Although the estimated 8.8 daily hours of feeding for the gorilla to afford a combination of 124.7 kg (25) and an estimated 33.4 billion neurons (4) is higher than the reported 7.8 h used in our estimates (37) (38) (39) (40) , in some extreme conditions, gorillas are known to spend as much as 10 h/d feeding (24) . This difference suggests that the gorilla lives on the limit of viability, where increases in M BD are constrained by metabolic requirements.
Interestingly, these species do not have optimal combinations of M BD and number of brain neurons. Fig. 3 shows that, for a given number of brain neurons, there is an optimal M BD that minimizes the required number of hours of feeding by decreasing the total energetic cost of body and brain while still allowing a large enough E IN per hour. Beyond that M BD , the lines show that, for a given number of brain neurons, a larger body requires Table S1 ) divided by the number of hours spent feeding per day (Table S1 ). Individual species are indicated. longer feeding hours until it becomes prohibitively large (that is, requiring longer than 10 h/d of feeding; Fig. 3 , upper dashed line). This is indicated in Fig. 3 for baboons, great apes, and humans by the shapes spanning the range of observed M BD s for each species, given their measured (i.e., baboon) or estimated numbers of brain neurons (i.e., orangutan and gorilla). The reverse is also true: for a given M BD , increasing the number of neurons in the brain (i.e., shifting curves upward) increases steeply the number of daily hours of feeding required to maintain viability. According to this analysis, for the gorilla to afford a larger number of brain neurons (and hence a proportionately larger brain) while still feeding at most for 8 h/d, a steep decrease in M BD would be required.
Having a larger relative M BR may thus be metabolically unviable for the largest nonhuman primates. To address this possibility, we next determined the energy requirement for generic primates of different M BD s to afford a brain of 2% relative size, as observed in several primate species, including humans. Relative M BR , calculated as a percentage of total M BD , varies among primates from 0.4% to more than 4% in a way that is inversely correlated with M BD (Spearman correlation, −0.532, P < 0.0001, excluding Homo spp. and hominins), with the smallest relative brain sizes, of 0.4% to 0.6% of M BD , found among the great apes (41, 42) .
Because the number of brain neurons in primates can be expressed as a linear function of M BR such that the number is equal to 700,332,022.773 + 56,605,881,094 × M BR [3] , we can express E BR as a function of M BR , fix M BR at 2% of M BD , and then calculate the limits of viable M BD depending on the number of feeding hours. We find that the maximal M BD of a primate is markedly dependent on feeding hours and severely limited if M BR is to be maintained at 2% of M BD (Fig. 4) . This shows that, to maintain a relative M BR of 2%, a primate must keep its M BD below a certain limit, or else spend more time feeding if it increases M BD (but only to a limit of 95 kg if it fed 10 h/d). Any increase in M BD to greater than this limit must occur at the expense of the number of neurons in the brain, that is, of relative brain size.
Based on the estimated M BD s of extinct hominins (7) and their predicted numbers of brain neurons (4), we next used the raw diet of extant primates to calculate the feeding hours that would have been required for different extinct species in the human lineage. Fig. 5 shows that the putative first hominin species in the human lineage, Australopithecus afarensis, Paranthropus boisei, and Homo habilis, with a predicted 30 to 40 billion neurons (4), would have had similar feeding requirements of more than 7 h/d if feeding on a raw diet equivalent to that of extant great apes. Homo erectus, with a predicted 62 billion neurons, on the contrary, would have had to spend more than 8 h/d feeding on raw foods; and Homo heidelbergensis, Homo neanderthalensis, and Homo sapiens would have had to spend consistently more than 9 h/d feeding to afford their 76 to 86 billion neurons, longer than extant great apes spend feeding (Table S1 ). Given the difficulties that the largest great apes have to feed for more than 8 h/d (as detailed later), it is unlikely, therefore, that Homo species beginning with H. erectus could have afforded their combinations of M BD and number of brain neurons on a raw diet. 
Discussion
Although several authors have pointed out that increasing M BR has energetic consequences (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) 23) , it remained to be determined whether these would indeed be physiologically relevant to the extent of actually making metabolic cost a limiting factor in brain evolution. By using a simple model of scaling of energetic intake and expenditure with increasing M BD and number of brain neurons, here we demonstrate that, for primates feeding exclusively on a raw diet, metabolism is indeed a physiologically relevant limiting factor in evolution such that a tradeoff between M BD and number of brain neurons is imposed. This tradeoff is particularly clear in animals the size of great apes, as sustaining an M BD of ∼50 kg already requires feeding appoximately 8 h/d, beyond which increasing both M BD and the number of brain neurons becomes rapidly dangerous. Such a tradeoff provides a simple explanation for why great apes have the smallest relative brain sizes among primates: on their diet based on raw foods, and given that, per gram of tissue, larger brains came at a higher metabolic cost than larger bodies, the largest great apes cannot afford both a large body and a larger number of neurons.
Adding neurons to the primate brain apparently comes at a fixed cost of approximately 6 kCal per billion neurons (8) . Because of the scaling of E IN with M BD , adding 1 billion neurons to the brain can cost as much as one extra hour of feeding per day for a small primate, but only extra minutes to a large primate. However, adding large numbers of neurons can be prohibitively expensive, even to a large primate: the additional number of neurons necessary (122 billion) for a gorilla to have a brain corresponding to 2% of its M BD would cost the animal an extra 733 kCal, which we estimate would require another 2 h 12 min of feeding-when a gorilla already spends as much as 80% of 12 h of day in feeding (24, (37) (38) (39) (40) .
The feeding behavior of gorillas indicates that feeding time is indeed limiting, and possibly already maximal in this species, at an average of almost 8 h/d and peaking at close to 10 h/d (24, (37) (38) (39) (40) . During intense or prolonged rainfall, gorillas usually stop feeding, but resume feeding if rainfall continues for more than 2 h, and compensate for the lost feeding time by shortening the periods of rest (24) . Similarly, orangutans, feeding for approximately 8 h/d, lose M BD during the periods of low food availability (43) . Likewise, the cranial capacity of orangutans in the forests of Borneo, where food quality is low, is smaller than that of orangutans in Sumatra (44) , where food quality is higher, despite the increased capacity and resistance to chewing of the jaw of the Borneo orangutans, as expected if brain metabolism were indeed limiting to survival. Interestingly, and in agreement with our observation that very small body sizes are similarly constraining, energetic availability may also be limiting for survival of the smallest primates, as suggested by the recent report of hibernation in lemurs that is related not to low ambient temperatures, but to food scarcity (45) . Taken together, the susceptibility of gorillas and orangutans to fluctuations in weather and food availability suggests that feeding times longer than approximately 8 h/d are not viable for long periods of time, particularly considering that other daily activities, such as nesting and socializing, also require time.
It is in this context that one must consider our finding that, on a raw diet similar to that of extant nonhuman primates, Homo species would be required to feed consistently more than 9 h/d to afford their estimated M BD and number of neurons. These values are similar to the recent estimate by another group that humans would be required to feed 48% of the day, calculated by regressing feeding time on M BD for wild populations of nonhuman primates (46) . Intriguingly, the species H. habilis, A. afarensis, and P. boisei have similar estimated required daily feeding times of 7.3 to 7.5 h (Table S1) , close to the feeding times of extant great apes, despite their different presumptive M BD s of 33 kg, 38 kg, and 41 kg (7), given their estimated numbers of neurons of 40 billion, 34.7 billion, and 32.8 billion, respectively (4). These possibly compensatory changes between body size and number of brain neurons suggest that daily feeding time was already maximal then, and thus limiting for M BD and number of brain neurons to increase jointly without a change in diet.
We do not discard the influence of other modifications in human or nonhuman primate evolution, such as changes in the distribution of glucose between brain and skeletal muscle (47, 48) or an overall decrease in basal metabolic rate (49) , which might themselves be adaptations to limited energetic availability. Our findings are also compatible with the general essence of the "maternal energy hypothesis," according to which the maternal supply of energy to the fetus may be limiting to brain expansion (23) , although the specific link proposed by that hypothesis is between the mother's basal metabolic rate (rather than simply energy availability, as proposed here) and the brain size of her offspring. However, by showing that metabolism is indeed limiting at physiologically relevant combinations of body and M BR , our data provide evidence that metabolic cost is limiting enough to impose tradeoffs in brain evolution, and thus offer direct support for the proposition of Wrangham (50, 51) that such a metabolic limitation was overcome in the human lineage by the advent of cooking food, which greatly increases the caloric yield of the diet, as a result of the greater ease of chewing, digestion, and absorption of foods (27, 28, 52) . In line with this proposition, a cooked diet is preferred by extant nonhuman great apes (53) . Although the earlier addition of raw meat to the diet of earlier hominins may also have contributed to increase its caloric content (54) , raw meat is difficult to chew and ingest, whereas cooked meat is easier to chew and has a higher caloric yield (51, 52) . Besides increasing the caloric yield and making previous metabolic limitations irrelevant, cooking would also have increased the time available for social and more cognitively demanding activities, which in turn would impose a positive pressure for increased numbers of neurons, now affordable by the new diet. We propose that the combination of a newly affordable larger number of neurons with the accompanying time now available to use these neurons in cognitively demanding tasks that improved species fitness drove the rapid increase in numbers of brain neurons encountered in human evolution from H. erectus onward (4).
Materials and Methods
Data on average body and M BR of each species were obtained from the literature (7, 25, 55) . We limited our study to primates species for which we had determined experimentally the total number of brain neurons (1-3), and to the living great apes and extinct hominins for which we have recently estimated the total number of brain neurons (4) . The total of 17 species analyzed range in M BD from the common marmoset (C. jacchus) to the gorilla (G. gorilla) and include our own species, H. sapiens, the primate with the largest number of brain neurons (1, 4, 5) .
We calculated the body daily metabolic cost by applying the law of Kleiber (21, 22) to the M BD (minus the M BR ) of each species. The body energy expenditure is estimated as 70 × M BD 0.75 kcal/d. This calculation, in which we subtracted M BR from total M BD , overestimates the energy needs of the body unprovided with the brain. On the contrary, given that the law of Kleiber applies to animals during fasting and rest, two conditions known to reduce the body's metabolism (56) , it is therefore more likely that our calculation actually underestimates the real energy needs of the body without the brain. The metabolic cost of the brain (E BR ) was estimated separately as a linear function of its number of neurons, assuming an average energy cost per individual neuron of 6 × 10 −9 kcal/d (8), such that E BR is equal to the total number of brain neurons × 6 × 10 −9 . The total energy requirement of a species is therefore the sum of E BR and the metabolic cost of the body. The number of daily hours devoted by each primate to feeding were obtained from previous publications (25, (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . These data sources were selected because they clearly provide numbers of feeding hours per day, and not just percentages of the day, daylight time, or active time that might complicate a direct correspondence across species and studies. Although our dataset may thus not represent the entire range of variation recorded in a species, it is compatible with datasets used in other recent studies (46) . Average values used in our equations are listed in Table S1 . By dividing the required daily E IN (estimated by Kleiber law for a given body weight) by the number of daily feeding hours, we estimated the actual E IN per hour of each species. The average hourly E IN was then plotted as a function of M BD of each species to establish how it scales with M BD .
All mathematical models were programmed in Mathematica software (Wolfram), and all mathematical analysis were also performed on that platform.
